
Man-child Timeline 

The Man-child

In the Book of Revelation

The Man-child

In the Book of Revelation

And she brought forth a man child, 
who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: 
and her child was caught up to God, and to his throne.
Revelation 12:5

And I saw the Lord of the book of Revelation!
He was standing on a hill waiting on us (the Church) to join Him.

He had a sword in His hand with the tip of it in the earth waiting.

The Man-child has to do with the Lord’s Kingdom on the earth.

Christians have been praying using the Lord’s prayer for years.

“Thy Kingdom come thy will be done on Earth!….”

We were chosen to live in the Last Days!

Who is going to take part in the Lord’s will being done on Earth?

The Lord brings up the Man-child on April 5, 2011.

September 26, 1989



Man-child Timeline 

1GOD WOULD NOT HAVE US IGNORANT Man-child Timeline 

The Lord instructed us to put Tamlyn 
LeVasseur ’s Man-child information on the site.

8-5-2012

8-8-2012
Meetings are important

No Meetiings, no Bride, no Man-child

BT - Meetings are important whether you 
believe it or not. Without meetings there 
is no ‘us.’ Without meetings you will not 
have My agenda. Fellowship with one 
another is important. Fellowship with Me 
is paramount. I fellowship with you during 
our meetings. Do not neglect meetings. 
No meetings, no Bride, no Man-child. 
Bring all the pieces together from all the 
meetings to form a clearer picture. My 
guidance will manifest in this picture. 
Together we will move forward. Meetings 
are extremely important. Treat them as 
such.

7-8-2012

Man-child has the same
foundational acts

as His mother!

RS - I was shown the mother 
and the Man-child in a scene 
revealing that they had on the 
same type of structured 
undergarments. I was also 
shown how much the Man-child 
had grown, to possibly 7-8 years 
of age. Both the mother and the 
Man-child were full of life!

(Clothing = acts)

10-25-2012

Man-child,
new day,

Day star rising.

DP - excerpt -  …Warn My people 
when they say peace and safety, 
destruction is nigh thee, be 
prepared. Glorious birth, Man-
child, new day, Day Star rising, 
(Saw a bright star rise up in air.) 

The Lord said:
"Call forth My Called / line by line / bring them in / 
shoulder to shoulder / united front / truly united / 
announce the calling / rejoice / rejoice in the deluge / 
articulate truth / bear"
The Lord had Roy and Kyle stand back to back and 
call forth “the called,” from the four corners of the 
Earth! Are you in the called?

12-11-2013

The Man-child Must Come Forth - Portrayal
The Man-child is a major player in the book of Revelation, being produced 
through the Bride by Jesus. He is basically half Bride and half Jesus and 
will rule the nations with a rod of iron. We here at Take His Heart were 
suddenly faced with doing the portrayal needed to bring the Man-child forth 
in the earth. So meet Kyle. The Lord sent him here some time back and the 
Lord had chosen Him to be the main character in the necessary portrayal.

God gives here a little and there a little: Isaiah 28:10 

God gives here a little and there a little: Isaiah 28:10 

4-5-2011

Manchild Revealed
Half Bride, half Jesus

People around me who didn’t believe
 I was right concerning the Man-child.

I was looking at a male toddler, lying on its back in a box.  It had on short pants with a bib & shoulder straps, like we 
sometimes see on that size child.  There was liquid in the box with the toddler that seemed to be like vinegar, to keep 
diseases from attacking it.  It was golden brown water, the same color as the child's skin and clothes.  (I think it best to 
describe the color as brown with gold in it , probably half and half symbolically because of what the Man-child is.)  Anyway 
I had the box with the child in it on a table and people were watching.  I was adjusting its arms, legs, and torso.  The people 
would remark about what I was doing, questioning every move I made with the child because of what they already believed 
about the child. The liquid was too high in the box so I took some of it out with a cup. The people remarked that the liquid 
was now too low, which I already knew. I then put my hand on the bottom end of the box and moved it up, making the box 
shorter.  This bent the legs of the child just a little and made the liquid come to the proper level, which I knew to be half full.  
(It had to be half and half!)  The people were still questioning if what I had done was right when the scene ended.  (I came 
out of the scene knowing it was the Man-child.)
     The box was a display box, like we see large dolls in for merchandising.  I knew the lid had a clear opening so people 
could see this Man-child when the lid was put on.  I think this child was of the age to start walking - I don’t know for sure.  
The scene revealed that I have the child in my hands, preparing it for display/merchandising.  People were going to be able 
to acquire the child if they wanted to.            (This scene was prophetic.)

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half 
Bride, half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no 

Bride, no Man-child.
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Man-child Timeline 

2

PORTRAYAL COMPLETED
He took the Golden Globe of the earth. 
The LORD told him to touch the top, 
bottom and both sides of it with both 
his left & his right hand. He then held 
the globe up with his left hand & drank 
all of the sugar water from the goblet. 
He put the glass down & kneeled, 
holding the globe out above his head. 
Then he stood up with the globe & set 
it aside. "It is done," says the LORD. 
"Mark this hour." The Lord told Kyle to 
tell the group to shout, "It is done!" “All 
of heaven looks down upon you, never 
the same.” Clapped 7 times. All 
shouted, "It is done." The Lord said, 
"You may go."

9:35 PM, CST,
 12-18-2013

12-16-2013

The Man-child 
serves the Lord!

RS - Tumults of mercy / a great 
day is approaching. / Man-child / 
who did you see? / yes, Man-
child / what did he say? / (He 
said, I serve the richest man in 
the world.) / The Man-child 
serves Me / who is it I would not 
touch? / who is it I would want to 
pass by? / who is it I would not 
want to help? / who is it I would 
not want to save? / who is it 
I would not want to heal? / who is 
it I would not want to raise from 
the dead? / who is it? / no one

Through an apostle  
…  Portrayal of the highest 
importance.  I need all to participate.  
No hair, like a baby (newborn).  This 
will begin the outpouring of My Spirit.  
I will send out the call to all four 
corners of the earth.  Time will be 
given for a response.  Then the 
tribulation will begin.  Woe to those 
who do not heed the call. 

12-17-2013

Portrayal of the 
highest importance

RS -  I was shown the Man-child fully grown. I was 
in a huge building that was very tall inside and 
I believe made of stone. The doors opened and 
I saw the Man-child walk in! A three to four foot 
wide passageway suddenly split the huge crowd 
of people that was between me and those dark 
red doors he had come through. He had on a red 
robe and a red priest’s hat on his head. He was 
fairly slim in stature - magnificent. His general 
features remind me of the Shroud. It was not 
Jesus Christ I was looking at and I knew it. The 
Man-child said, as he walked towards me 
speaking to the people, “I work for the richest 
man in the world.  What would you ask of 
Him?”

12-13-2013

God gives here a little and there a little: Isaiah 28:10 

God gives here a little and there a little: Isaiah 28:10 

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child serves 

the Lord.

RS - “Staffs of Silence / you 
understand / write it out / 
picture it / make it plain / My 
Way”
The Lord had already shown 
me “Staffs of Silence” 
established across the earth, 
so I did understand. (They 
were much more numerous 
than pictured.)

4-12-2014

The Lord gives instruction.
Write it out,
picture it.

4-7-2014

Hinder not the progress of My Kingdom
Staffs of Silence important 

RS - Besmirch not / reveal the hidden things / 
My truth prevails / hinder not the progress of 
My Kingdom / new understanding must be 
revealed / Staffs of Silence important / yes, 
Staffs / placed where I deem fit / My plan 
unfolding / think on this / My hand is moving / 
expect the unexpected / rally My troops

The Lord introduces “Staffs of Silence,”
Part of His Kingdom plan.
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5-7-2014

I will reign within My Man-child,
 Mother and child united in Me

DP - excerpt - Hear clearly 
I will reign within My Man- 
child / Mother and child united 
in Me / Praise (saw a powerful 
huge laser like light going up 
from the group)… 
…Unite in unity/ Man-child 
and Bride unite / Much to 
show you / Much to 
demonstrate / The unseen 
made known to My Beloved.

Takes place in the third temple, 
the one without walls -

 Golden Meetings

5-3-2014

An Eye of Power. 
My Bride. Fit for battle. 

Man-child lead. Scepter.
You will be hidden until the time.

SC - HP,  Scorching heat coming.
Offer up / Good / (Saw the enemy, then a ball of light thrown. I would sway from 
the impact. This happened three times.) Trample the enemy to the ground / 
Leave the enemy behind / Trample, trample / trample (I trampled the enemy to 
the ground.) Trample / Forward.
HH, Yes, good / You are learning / Heed My voice / Pure sound / 
Strengthening / Widening / (Depth, Breadth) You are / Forces not prevail 
against Me / My Bride / Fit for battle / Man-child lead / Scepter / Sons and 
daughters revealed / Many wonders I will do / The world can not ignore / I will 
shut even the heavens and they can not deny / Men will explain away but none 
will suffice / Those in their hearts will know that it is I / I AM GOD ALMIGHTY. 
(The voice was thunderous. I paused.) Nations come upon nations / Scarcity / 
Need / Want / There will be an eye of power / Watch out for this / You will be 
hidden until the time I say it is to reveal / Manna will come / Surely as the cock 
crows / Fear not / Abide / I am with you / Leave everything behind / When I call / 
Heed / Swiftly / Instructions I have given / Prepare / Go / You may go.

RS - Man-child and 
ministry / the Bride will 
be happy / I will be 
glad / picking up what 
is a part of Mine can 
be weighty / 
understand / move on, 
we have souls to save / 
trust, trust, trust / 
expect / you can go

6-3-2014

Encouragement
Man-child and ministry,

Bride will be happy.
Both in one “Staff,”

My Bride, My Man-child 

5-15-2014

Man-child being birthed
A time and times and a half

SC - Good / Arsenal / 
Growing / Man-child / 
Birthing / All the Body 
cooperating / Just is / A 
time and times and a 
half / Flow / It is so / 
Raise up an army / 
Make it happen I will / It 
is so / My purposes 
accomplished / Follow / 
Follow / Pleasing.

The Lord has told us - 
practice, practice, practice

Learn to Flow with Him

God gives here a little and there a little: Isaiah 28:10 

GOD WOULD NOT HAVE US IGNORANT Man-child Timeline 

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man-child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

SC - Excerpt …My Glory 
attained. In the revelation of 
My sons and daughters. (the 
Man Child, Romans 8, birth 
pangs Matthew 24). Walk in 
step with Me. Hallowed the 
ground. Learn you must My 
ways. Learn My ways. Be One 
with Me. One. No error. One. 
Holy. I AM Holy. Be Holy. I AM 
the Alpha and Omega. Find 
the answers in Me. Look 
plainly. River flows. Ask and 
you shall receive. Learn My 
child and grow…. 

6-13-2014

The revelation of 
My sons and daughters

5-2-2014

Staffs of silence
Staffs of obedience

 RS - Go, Go, Go / I am bringing it together / Go, Go, 
Go / do your part / My people must understand My plan / 
My ways / My war / pursue silence / you cannot be too 
silent / the train is moving / the Bride Train / moving in 
power / let it grow / nothing can stop it / My cargo / My 
people / My purposes / Staffs of Silence / necessary / 
staffs of obedience necessary / both in one staff / My 
Bride / My Man-child / My ways / Go, Go, Go
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GOD WOULD NOT HAVE US IGNORANT Man-child Timeline 

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man-child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

Bride’s silence is 
necessary for Man-

child’s victory.
Delegates sent out

to do My works.
The Bride must 

perform to produce 
the Man-child.

SC - Excerpt You are as Caleb and Joshua entering 
the promised land. You see giants, but see too the 
overflowing milk and honey. You are Mine. I give you 
this land, your inheritance. Truly it boggles the mind 
-- the Man-child produced. It is another mystery, but 
when revealed, no eye has seen, no ear has heard, no 
flesh has conceived, save for I. Manifold, infinite 
wisdom. The birthing, luminaries. Delegates, sent 
out. To do My works. Satan fear! Tremble all your 
armies. Wash away. Glory belongs only to Me. Build 
not an earthly temple to Me. Honor not with your 
lips. Silence, yes. Pure silence. Go. you may go.

8-28-2014

I give you your inheritance,
Man-child produced.
Delegates sent out, 

to do My works.

RS - Enhance / 
enhance the mural 
with truth / more 
coming / more 
understanding / more 
revelation / Man-
child / kingdom / My 
kingdom manifest / Oh, 
the joy of it / bewilder 
not / cling to Me / go

Enhance the mural 
with truth,

more coming.

3-20-2015

My Kingdom Manifest

RS - Excerpt The world looks different to 
you / (yes, Lord) / Satan’s kingdom / My 
Kingdom / the Man-child is taking out 
basics, the root of things, established evil / 
entries of evil abolished / My call / My 
legal way / these things must needs be / 
make it known the Bride’s silence is 
necessary for My Man-child’s victory / 
take this not as a light thing / all is 
necessary for our victory / we win / much 
to come / much to be / some not 
pleasant / much not pleasant / keep the 
fires burning / overcome your own flesh / 
have confidence in Me

7-4-2014

Bride’s silence is necessary
for My Man-child’s victory.

DF - Excerpt My Man-child will 
rise up in fury to take on the 
evils of this world / You will be 
hated by all who reject Me and 
My counsel / I will empower you 
with Mine own self, you will be 
like Me in every aspect / The 
world will tremble after you for 
I will be you completely / The 
world has never seen warriors 
of this caliber before / nor will 
there ever be the likes 
preceding this time….

8-1-2014

Man-child will take on 
the evils of this World.

The Enemy of Mankind 
attacked the Bride and 

Man-child during 
this time period.

Prophetically fulfilling 
the first scene given

on 4-5-2011.

RS - No filtering / behold 
where the Bride is / ratchet it 
up / think beyond / 
preparations / flail not My 
commands / if you move with 
them they are like real butter / 
you like real butter / Yes, 
Lord / it spreads easily 
doesn’t it / move at My 
commands / look beyond / 
prepare / believe what you 
see / adapt to the Man-
child / flow / discern / obey / 
believe / relax / relax in it / but 
ratchet it up / I am pleased / I 
am pleased / (I knew He was 
talking about the group.)

6-9-20

Adapt to the Man-child,
flow.

5-20-2015

Hang on to the protocols!

RS - Avalanche / Avalanche is 
coming / good things may appear as 
bad / do not surrender to the enemy / 
he is trying to destroy who you are / a 
degrader is he / subtile / hang on to 
the protocols / have faith in that that 
I have demonstrated to be true / Man-
Child absorb / evidences are there / 
more to come / it will all fit / be of 
good cheer / others will see / the blind 
must not lead the blind / therefor you 
will see / all of you will see / then 
lead / doubt not / you may go

God starts teaching us 
about praises!

“High Praises”
  

Praises with Actions
and Purpose!

Levels and Facets of Praise
The legalities involved!

7-1-2015
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RS - Persnickety / don’t be 
persnickety / walk silently as I did / 
slow to speak / walk determinedly in 
the earth / wonder not / it is possible / 
I am with My Bride to perform / 
Man-child a must / a must be / power 
from on high / increase your walk with 
Me / go

7-9-2015

I am with My Bride to perform.
The Bride must perform to 

produce the Man-child.

RS - Did I not say you have 
the Man-child? / yes, Lord / 
be aware / absorb what I 
show / understanding will 
come / mystery no more / 
relax in your office / relax in 
Me / are you smelling the 
roses? / I think so, Lord / 
have a good day / much to 
do / tarry not / arise

8-26-2015

Understanding will come,
mystery no more.

RS - Write / Tamlyn is 
correct / understand / 
Man-child, Man-
child, Man-child / 
I asked, “Where is 
Tamlyn correct …?” / 
you will see / thank 
You, Lord / things are 
changing / expect / go

Tamlyn is correct.
Where?

You will see.

9-26-2015

I saw and became excited because
 everything was fitting together!

Tamlyn V - …In contrast, the Man-child 
will minister to the LORD faithfully in His 
temple while all the churches of men are 
falling apart. As prophesied, the tribe of, or 
seed of Zadok, the sons of Melchizedek 
(sons of Righteousness,) will approach the 
Lord in His temple, while here on earth - 
in the third temple. It will happen in the 
spiritual realm according to 2 Corinthians 
5:1 - in a building of God not made with 
hands, eternal in the heavens. They will 
bring the finest of all offerings - 
the highest of holy praise…. 

This is the Temple 
without walls Jesus 

talked about raising up!

Learn Golden Meetings, 
and all the protocols.

it has to do with when I saw 
the Holy of Holies and Purpose!

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man-child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

Bride’s silence is 
necessary for Man-

child’s victory.
Delegates sent out

to do My works.
The Bride must 

perform to produce 
the Man-child.

The Man-child will 
minister to the Lord in 

His Temple without 
walls.

The Man-child will bring 
the highest of Holy 

Praise!

RS -  I saw an object identified as the  Man-child on the left 
of another identical object, except I knew there seemed 
more to the object on the right.  They were the same size 
and looked generally the same.  The color of both  was the 
golden brown God has used before.  I kept looking at the left 
object with the words Man-child below it in a specific way.  
I woke up to go back to see all this over and over a bunch of 
times.  I finally realized they were cubes with some kind of 
substance emitting from them, or around them.  I realized it 
was the Man-child and the Bride before I finally woke up for 
the last time from all the scenes.  Awakened, I went to the 
office to record and suddenly realized the cubes were the 
same cube the Lord showed me years ago when He said,  
"All you are is in there,"  meaning the cube had nothing 
but clothing inside it, our acts, and it was corporate.  
I realized God was revealing again for sure what the 
Man-child is!

11-13-2015

The Lord reminds me of what 
the Bride and Man-child really are!

Man-child Timeline 
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A Growing

Picture
  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man Child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

Bride’s silence is 
necessary for Man-

child’s victory.
Delegates sent out

to do My works.
The Bride must 

perform to produce 
the Man-child.

The Man-child will 
minister to the Lord in 

His Temple without 
walls.

The Man-child will bring 
the highest of Holy 

Praise!
There is a certain way 

the Man-child is to look 
at humanity!

We shall do exploits 
together.

Man-child produced!

RS - Recompense not / I don’t / free 
yourself from / In a few seconds I saw 
different people, different places, differing 
beliefs - actions, etc.  I was up and away 
as if I was separated.  It seemed like I 
could be this same way while I walked 
among them. / if you do you will be able 
to function with Me the way I want you 
to / It has to do with how you look at 
things / triumphant are we / (Knew it was 
the Bride) / say amen / amen / 
triumphant are we / say amen / amen / 
triumphant are we / amen / go forth Man-
child / amen / go forth / arise

11-13-2015

It seems obvious that this is the way the 
Lord wants the Man-child to look at humanity.

No judgement - the Lord is the Judge
and has the plan!

6

RS - HP - Heard song phrase over and 
over - “Excitement’s welling up.”
HH - Are you excited? / yes, Lord / so am 
I / move steadily forward / remember 
calm in the excitement / excitement is not 
a bad thing handled correctly / more 
revealings / timeline important / babes 
can see if they want to / move forward / 
My Kingdom manifest / My soldiers in 
battle with Me / together we conquer 
evil / remember, always listen to Me in 
battle / arise

12-8-2015

Timeline important
My Kingdom Manifest

My solders in battle with Me!

RS - Tremble not at the things 
laid before you / I am pleased / 
keep working / have confidence / 
you will succeed / My blessings 
are upon the Bride / regurgitate 
not / consume / move forward 
with My Kingdom / arise

Move forward with My Kingdom.
Blessings on Bride

12-11-2015

DP - Wait on Me (I choose to) 
(Kept hearing song repeating, 
"We’re Marching to Zion")... You 
may go.

Encouragement

12-7-2015

DP - Understand, Power is coming 
in My Bride / Power unseen before 
is on tap for My Beloved / Experience 
My fullness (We choose to) Be it so / 
Chosen generation you are /  
Fulfillments coming left and right 
(Hallelujah)... You may go.

11-26-2015

A Chosen Generation

The reason: We were learning to flow
 with Him in High Praise = power.

Man-child

The Lord revealed Roy is to 
do a separate Man-child 
Timeline consisting of the 
time when the Bride and Man-
child were under attack by the 
enemy of mankind.

12-13-2015

RS - In the HP I had lifted up 
silence to the Lord and then I 
extended my hands on up, telling 
the Lord in my mind ,”We inter into 
You as instructed, do with us as 
You please.”  This was my normal 
thing to do but this time I added, 
“We are blessed.”
HH - Blessed indeed / I too am 
blessed / power house we are / 
those who have truly joined Me / I 
am fine tuning this union / Man-
child produced / we shall do 
exploits together / all protocols 
necessary / My Kingdom come / 
arise

1-6-2016

We shall do exploits together
Man-child produced



A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man Child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

Bride’s silence is 
necessary for Man-

child’s victory.
Delegates sent out

to do My works.
The Bride must 

perform to produce 
the Man-child.

The Man-child will 
minister to the Lord in 

His Temple without 
walls.

The Man-child will bring 
the highest of Holy 

Praise!
There is a certain way 

the Man-child is to look 
at humanity!

We shall do exploits 
together.

Man-child produced!

DP - Wait for Me / Hand 
and hand We go / 
Power on display in My 
Bride/ManChild / My will 
being done in the earth / 
Think on this / See My 
Power in all of this / Go 
on to greater / Be not 
befuddled lean on Me / 
No rush, calm 
assurance / You may 
go.

1-7-2016

Wait on Me
hand in hand We go

RS - I did something in the world, an action, like 
maybe putting something up on the Lord’s site.  It 
was dynamic and had to do with doing something 
(like silence) before the action.  Because I had done 
this I then saw the earth as in the picture of the 
Staffs of Silence picture.  I was looking at about 1/4 
of the earth and it had some people here and there 
on it.  In among those people was a group of men 
(dressed differently) who suddenly moved 
across the face of the earth a certain distance as 
a group.  They kept their formation as they did this. 
The front line of the men was straight as was the 
sides of the group.  They moved a certain distance 
and stopped.
(I awoke from this scene thinking I had seen the 
Man-child.)

2-5-2016

God demonstrates one 
manifestation of the Man-
child.  Maybe the Only.

A Growing
Picture

  

Man-child; half Bride, 
half Jesus.

 Same
foundational acts

as His mother!
No Meetings, no Bride, 

no Man-child.
Staffs of Silence 

important.
The Man-child 

serves the Lord.
Both in one Staff,

My Bride, 
My Man-child.

I will reign within 
My Man Child, 

Mother and child united 
in Me.

Bride’s silence is 
necessary for Man-

child’s victory.
Delegates sent out

to do My works.
The Bride must 

perform to produce 
the Man-child.

The Man-child will 
minister to the Lord in 

His Temple without 
walls.

The Man-child will bring 
the highest of Holy 

Praise!
There is a certain way 

the Man-child is to look 
at humanity!

We shall do exploits 
together.

Man-child produced!
God demonstrates

Man-child
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God Demonstrates Man-child RS - HP, after we circled up he usually says “Your Bride adores 
You; Your Bride embraces You.”  But this time he added, “Your 
Bride rejoices.”  And immediately he saw a man & a woman 
dancing together, rejoicing & going in circles, in a circle around 
the room.  He didn’t see their feet.  He said again, “Your Bride 
embraces You.”  That’s when the woman laid her head on the 
man’s chest in such a way as if they were one.  They were both 
rejoicing.  He thinks the LORD is rejoicing with us tonight, 
possibly because of what we are going to do.
BN - In their meeting this morning he had “Dance with Me & 
rejoice” so they did it.
DP - The LORD had him rejoice.  He asked HIM to lead him 
through Praises today & HE had him rejoice with HIS Hosts 
earlier.  As he was Praising he was trying to focus on the Praises 
& he saw a fiery horse.  He was trying to see what was behind it 
but it just went away that fast.

The Lord brought 
up rejoicing to 
(3) RS, BN, and 
DP, all on the 
same day.

RS -  I was in a room among people and 
three of us were dressed differently 
than the rest of the people in the room.  
We were in a line side by side and 
suddenly given a command separately.  
We all three (at the same time) went 
straight forward, with a swish, a certain 
distance and stopped.  I thought this 
interesting and wondered if anyone else 
dressed like us in a different location had 
done the same thing at the same time?

2-3-2016

2-5-2016

RS - I did something in the world, an action, like 
maybe putting something up on the Lord’s site.  It 
was dynamic and had to do with doing something 
(like silence) before the action.  Because I had done 
this I then saw the earth as in the picture of the 
Staffs of Silence picture.  I was looking at about 1/4 
of the earth and it had some people here and there 
on it.  In among those people was a group of men 
(dressed differently) who suddenly moved 
across the face of the earth a certain distance as 
a group.  They kept their formation as they did this. 
The front line of the men was straight as was the 
sides of the group.  They moved a certain distance 
and stopped.
(I awoke from this scene thinking I had seen the 
Man-child.)

A certain distance.

Dressed differently

A certain distance.A certain distance.

Dressed differently

Three people

A Man-child Concept

This could be done by 
the Lord in among the 

Staffs of Silence 
established around the earth 

and we wouldn’t even know it! 

God Demonstrates!

Notice our individual parts were 
done within 12 hours but God 
considered it all done at the 
same moment.  
II Peter 3:8
But, beloved, be not ignorant of 
this one thing, that one day is 
with the Lord as a thousand 
years, and a thousand years as 
one day.
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We have reason to believe 
this Timeline is a ongoing timeline.

Check back from time to time.
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